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Is this the future
for racecourses?

The perfect view to watch the action unﬁold
trackside at Newbury; (inset) the new-build
appartments taking shape and overlooking
the ﬁnal hurdle in February 2018

JJames Stevens delves inside Newbury’s residential transformation

I

MAGINE merely having to
glance out of your window or
peer over your balcony to watch
the best horse in the world in
full flight.
That was the scenario for a
fortunate few on Lockinge Stakes day
in May, when the brilliant Baaeed was
storming to a memorable victory in
the Newbury Group 1.
More than 1,500 people now call
Newbury Racecourse their home,
with a property development on land
around the course now in the final
stages of completion. Houses and
apartment blocks, making up more
than 1,000 homes, cover large
sections of land situated on the
outside of the track from the straight
mile start through to the turn of the
back straight. It has created a unique
backdrop for races like the Ladbrokes
Trophy and this Saturday’s
Weatherbys Super Sprint.
With a new hotel built and road
network in place alongside the
existing Newbury Racecourse train
station and gym, the area has been
completely transformed to create a
community around the white rails of
the prestigious sports setting. This
was more apparent than ever in Covid
times, with more than 60,000
vaccinations administered in the
otherwise defunct grandstand.
After a frenzied decade, it is a place
the course’s chief executive Julian
Thick is proud of.
“I remember coming here just
before joining the company and
it’s hard to imagine how well this
would have turned out in terms
of the overall environment,” says
Thick, reflecting on his nine-year
tenure.
“It’s created a stunning setting to
run racing and revolutionised the
racecourse into a vibrant community
where people like to live. It’s created
cash that’s allowed us to massively
improve the overall facilities for all of
our customers.”
However, the spotlight is firmly on
other aspects of progress at Newbury.
An independent track not aligned
with major ownership groups, it has a
reputation to maintain as a top-tier
track, but a poor prize-money
structure threatens to undo the
positivity.
When Nicky Henderson, the track’s
biggest local supporter, is one of
those to say prize-money at Newbury
is a problem, the message is loud and
clear.
So how did this remarkable
transformation occur? Can it be
called a success when prize-money is
still so low? And will other
racecourses soon go down the same
road as Newbury?

‘The new facilities they’ve
built are as good as anywhere’
Thick describes Newbury as a
medium-sized, and growing, market
town and, in tune with other places of
that ilk, there is an ongoing
requirement for more housing. Its 60mile distance from central London
only adds further appeal for largescale development in the area.
Newbury Racecourse confirmed
the sale of three parts of land to David
Wilson Homes in September 2012 for
a minimum fee of £42.6 million. That
would lead to £33m going to the
racecourse after tax. The deal also
featured a clause which could provide
the track with additional funds at the
end of the project, based on overall
profit performance of the contract,
although this has not been triggered.
The context of the deal was to allow
Newbury to pay off debts. In the
company’s 2009 results, the net debt
was £7.1m, while the track suffered a
pre-tax loss of £701,000 across the
year. The following year planning
permission was granted for the
development in a move that would
rectify the course’s worrying financial
outlook. Following the final payment
earlier this year, Newbury is debt-free.
The development also allowed
funding for a much-desired upgrade
of Newbury’s notoriously oldfashioned facilities. Initially, £12m
was pledged towards the first phase of
facility upgrades but the overall
spend transpired to be almost double
that, and to good effect with an
impressive large-scale transformation
of the racecourse.
The winner’s enclosure, pre-parade
and parade ring were all redeveloped,
offering better views in a more scenic
environment, while there are also
new car parks, entrances, bars and
restaurants. Owners have responded
so enthusiastically to new facilities
that the course has received back-toback nominations in the Racecourse
Association’s (RCA) showcase awards.
The experience for stable staff has
improved with the addition of The
Lodge – a three-star hotel which is
also used to accommodate staff – and
new stables, wash-down areas and a
horse walk. The facilities received a
five-star rating in the latest racecourse
review by the National Association of
Racing Staff (Nars).
Attendance has been strong since
Britain came out of lockdown, with
numbers for last season’s Ladbrokes
Trophy up on the last pre-Covid
running in 2019 and the Lockinge
Stakes bucking recent trends by being
only a fraction down on 2019.
Trainers, too, have been impressed.
Richard Hannon, the leading Flat
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trainer at Newbury in the last five
years, says: “It’s great. The new
facilities they’ve built are as good as
anywhere. I definitely think it
matches the quality of what’s on the
track. We like sending good horses
there and they’ve got it right now –
and there’s a good crowd too. I like
going there; the owners do as well.”
Henderson, a three-time winner of
the Ladbrokes Trophy, the track’s
signature jump race, concurs, albeit
with a caveat.
“It’s been upgraded dramatically,”
he says. “It probably needed to. The
most important people to look after
there are the owners and that facility
has improved a lot. It’s much
appreciated and their experience is
enhanced.
“It looks good, but you wouldn’t
want too much further development,
I must admit, from the aesthetic eye.
We don’t want it like Sha Tin, and
nothing against them, but Newbury is
a rural track.”
Thick is in little doubt about the
impact of the redevelopment, calling
it a “godsend” and a reward for the
efforts of his predecessors working
hard to remove the debt.
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He says: “It’s given us a strength
and depth on the balance sheet that
we wouldn’t have had otherwise, and
was able to sustain us through the
Covid period and put us in a great
place to grow from now on.”
All the development on the
racecourse itself is now complete,
and he reflects positively on the
outcome: “We think it’s well spent
and will set us up in the future, and
we’ve had very positive feedback
from our members and the more
occasional visitors. We’ve spent the
money on a wide range so that
everyone can see the benefit of the
investment.”

‘Prize-money is a problem’
While improvements are apparent,
prize-money is still well below
expectations. Eve Johnson Houghton
has labelled it a “disgrace”; Kim
Bailey called it “crap”; and before the
Covid pandemic Karl Burke and
Roger Charlton hit out at the track for
putting on a Listed race for just
£25,500. Henderson and Hannon, the
track’s two biggest supporters, are
also critical.
In 2021, three of the seven lowest-
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‘It’s given us a
strength and
depth that we
wouldn’t have
had otherwise
and was able
to sustain us’
through the
Covid period’

value Flat turf Pattern races were
staged at the course, with first-place
prizes of just over £17,000, while the
average winnings for a handicap of
£6,774 is the lowest offered by a
Grade 1 track. Over jumps, average
prize-money in 2021 for Graded races
were the lowest of any course which
stages an elite-level race.
In the era of Mark Kershaw,
Newbury’s managing director for ten
years up to 2009, Newbury had
ambitions to offer £10,000 for Flat
maidens or novices, but of the 27
races between the start of the year
and August only six will have hit that
target, although two are just £1 shy of
the six-figure total.
“I’m afraid it’s a problem,” says
Henderson. “I know there’s been
investment in certain areas, but on
the other hand it is probably one of
the very best racecourses in the
country where you get quality horses
but you aren’t racing for the best
prize-money. I hope it can catch up a
little bit; I love it and I’m as biased as
you can be because it’s local.”
Hannon echoes Henderson’s views.
“Prize-money is something they’re
trying to improve on, and it’s very

important,” he says. “I can see they’re
making the effort, and if we support
the track and they continue getting
the crowds there I think they’ll come
good.”
The Covid-19 pandemic hit
Newbury particularly severely. The
track’s insurers stipulated an
exclusion for any loss of meetings at
the course due to the virus outbreak,
and the Greenham and Lockinge
fixtures were abandoned in 2020 – a
year the track reported annual losses
of £2.38m – before being run behind
closed doors the following season.
Newbury’s most coveted jumps
prizes are still extremely valuable.
The Ladbrokes Trophy was the
second-richest handicap chase run in
Britain in 2021, with Cloudy Glen
netting £142,000 in November, while
the £155,000 Betfair Hurdle is the
most valuable handicap hurdle.
But Newbury’s prize-money for big
Flat races compares poorly to rival
large independents York and
Goodwood. Interestingly, each track
will stage a Group 2 over seven
furlongs this season; the City of York
Stakes, at the Ebor meeting, comes
out as the most valuable at £400,000,
while the Lennox, on the opening day
of Glorious Goodwood, is worth
£180,000. Newbury’s Hungerford
Stakes, which is due to be run on
August 13, weighs in at £90,000.
Kershaw feels the problem is
perhaps due to the lack of a festival,
but building one of those is tricky. He
attempted to make the then
‘Hennessy’ meeting a three-day
event, but it has since reverted to two
after being disappointed with the
competition on offer.
“I’d have liked to have those types
of festivals when I was at Newbury,”
Kershaw says. “We added the
Worcester Novices’ Chase and had
the third day on the Sunday, but it

tipped down and felt very much like
after the Lord Mayor’s show. We
flipped it to Thursday, but it’s about
sustaining prize-money and cutting
to two was the right thing to do.
“If you take a York, Chester or
Goodwood, they’re aspirational about
prize-money. I think it’s incredibly
important that the big courses take
the lead and I’m sure Newbury has
that as a priority.”
The track has promised that things
will indeed get better thanks to a new
five-year deal struck last July for
betting and media rights. From 2024
races at Newbury will appear on Sky
Sports Racing with betting rights
owned by The Racecourse
Partnership. Thick, quoted at the
time, said the agreement fitted with
the racecourse’s “long-term values
and aspirations for the business”.
In the annual results, released in
May, the Newbury board forecast this
would lead to a “substantial increase”
in prize-money, and committed to 40
per cent of the new media rights
income – about which Thick points
out the course is completely
transparent – going into the prizemoney pot. Newbury’s total media
revenue in 2021 was £4.38m.
Thick says: “We’ve had two pretty
difficult years. We’re incredibly
pleased to come out of last year with
a small profit, which we’ve just
announced, and we’re back to 2019
prize-money levels across the whole
of our racing. When we get a full year
of the media arrangements, the
horsemen should start to see the
benefits of that.”
Seeking to draw a distinction
between racing and real estate
matters, he adds: “We think it’s the
right strategic move; the property
development and prize-money are
two different things. The
development was always about the

capital base of the racecourse and
providing a facility in which we could
drive future revenues. Prize-money
has to come out of operating profit so
the media rights deal was a big step in
the right direction to allow us to
generate more cash.”

‘Others could do the same’
Only a few racecourses have the land
required to emulate such a largescale development as Newbury, but
the project’s financial success, and
ability to avoid disruption to its racing
business, has set a precedent.
Most racecourses in Britain already
utilise facilities to gain revenues all
year round. When removing media
revenue, around 50 per cent of
Exeter’s annual income comes from
its business and conference facility
and caravan club, while other tracks
have nurseries, golf courses or even,
in Sandown’s case, a go-karting track
to maintain a steady income away
from racing.
The sale of land for property is a
particularly lucrative market, though,
and in the current time of huge
financial uncertainty it could become
more common according to the
Racecourse Association’s CEO David
Armstrong.
“You’ll see racecourses looking for
that residential option,” he predicts.
“Newbury has done so well and made
it work so it’s given them a bit of a
lead. Others could do the same. They
had a piece of land which was
absolutely right for what they wanted
to do and a development partner who
had a market. These projects aren’t
for the faint-hearted, they don’t
happen terribly quickly.
“There’s no limit to the creativity of
the executives as they look to
maximise the revenue of their estate.
I’d be pretty confident that will be
done in a sensitive and

complementary way to racing, and
that’s to be praised really.”
Planning permission is the most
significant barrier to development. It
caused the failure of a 318-home
programme at Sandown last May,
which will no longer go ahead
following an appeal, but the Jockey
Club is still considering a
development at Kempton, although
on a far smaller scale than the
controversial plan which involved the
racecourse’s closure. And in recent
weeks Haydock was the latest course
to have plans approved, with an 84home development set to be built on
a piece of land often used for an
overflow car park.
While properties on racecourses
could be more prevalent, Armstrong
says he has consulted with a few
tracks about building hotels. Many
racecourses already have an
accommodation facility on site –
Doncaster’s Hilton being the most
famous – but this is expected to
become more common due to the
lucrative rewards it adds to existing
business operations.
“Hotels are a very interesting angle,
you’ll gradually see an increasing
number of them on racecourses,”
Armstrong says. “Not only does it link
to a leisure or business opportunity
but it provides space for staff, trainers
and jockeys and everyone needed for
the race meeting, and it also
complements the conference and
exhibition businesses which are so
important to a lot of racecourses. It’s
much easier to run that business
when you can accommodate people
on site as a lot of racecourses aren’t
that close to the middle of the town.”
Thick has been sharing his
expertise from his involvement in the
Newbury project. The success has
unsurprisingly caught the eye of other
racecourse managers.

“I’ve had at least half a dozen
racecourse company executives come
to talk to us at Newbury so they can
understand the development,” he
says.
“We’re always willing to share that
information with anybody. We’ve
learned from other areas – in cricket
there’s been a huge amount of
residential development in the
immediate vicinity of county grounds.
All sports have to find a way to utilise
their assets more, and having a
residential community on site is one
of those ways.
“It’s not something you could do
everywhere, but where the conditions
are right we’d encourage anyone to
look at it as there are huge benefits.
I’d say racecourses should look at all
avenues to drive revenues on nonracedays. There are lots of days when
assets are just sitting there.”

‘You can’t stand still’
While the main development in and
around the racecourse boundary is
close to being complete, do not
expect this to be the last change at
Newbury. A new top-of-the-range bar
on the first floor of the Berkshire
stand will welcome customers, while
a new irrigation system is set to be
ready for the autumn.
The media rights deal also creates
opportunities for ambition in
Newbury’s offering on the turf itself –
albeit there was no immediate
suggestion for changes to the
programme – and prize-money is
promised to improve.
“The leisure and entertainment
space is incredibly competitive,”
Thick says. “There are lots of things
people can spend their money on so
it’s really important you keep
investing and developing facilities.
You can’t stand still. We’re not
complacent.”
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Cheltenham consulting
on a five-day festival –
and it could come as
early as 2024

EDWARD WHITAKER (RACINGPOST.COM/PHOTOS)

EXCLUSIVE

By James Stevens
THE Jockey Club has taken the first
official step towards extending the
Cheltenham Festival to five days with
an in-depth consultation process
under way – and any change could be
implemented as early as 2024.
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Ian Renton, managing director at
Cheltenham, told the Racing Post the
course was seeking an insight from
leading owners and trainers to gain a
“rational view” as to whether to
extend jump racing’s biggest fixture.
The world-famous event, which
r uns from Tuesday to Fr iday in
mid-March, attracted over 280,000
spectators this year and is the Jockey
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Club’s biggest source of income.
Cheltenham has a timetable in
place for the process and Renton
hopes a final decision on an additional day would be made in the
autumn, with the consultation
process to include surveying opinions
from a variety of participants through
the next few months with assurance

A full house watches the action on the last day of this year’s Cheltenham Festival
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‘Everyone will
be listened to’ in
five-day festival
consultation
From front page

t h a t “e v e r y o n e w o u l d b e
listened to”.
If a fifth day is desired, it
could come as early as 2024
which would coincide with the
centenary year of the Cheltenham Gold Cup, the iconic
race of the festival.
Renton said: “There’s always
been a lot of speculation about
a fifth day over the last few
years – it comes up around the
f e s t i v a l e v e r y y e a r.
We recognise the increasing
speculation and we should go
out and ask people their views
on it. We have started that
process and we’re asking a
number of people for their
thoughts.
“We’ll continue that over the
next few months to get people’s
opinions so we can take a
much more rational view on
how people feel and what
might arise from whether it’s a
good or a bad thing. We want to
listen to everyone’s views and
we’re not going to make any
decision lightly.
“At the moment we started
particularly with the owners
and trainers and I think we’ll
expand that into a broader
survey which might encompass
the ROA or our annual
members. Everyone has an
opinion and will be listened to.”
Renton said it was “too early
to say” what the current
general consensus was, but a
nu mb e r o f l e a d i n g ju m p s
trainers have expressed

support for the idea in the
press.
Nicky Henderson, the
second winningmost trainer at
the meeting, could offer no
negatives when asked before
the festival this year, while
Philip Hobbs has previously
said he was “keen” on the idea.
Yet a fifth-day causes some
concern with field sizes already
worryingly low. The 2022 Cheltenham Festival featured 405
runners, the lowest bar the
pandemic year since the fixture
was extended to four days in
2005. The average number of
runners per race has fallen
from 19.5 to 14.5 in this period.
Renton added: “We’ve always
said if there was any change the
earliest that could be is 2024, if
we were looking at that for a
potential year of any change.
We’d make a decision well
before the 2023 Cheltenham
Festival, and I’d like to think a
decision could be made as of

‘I’d like to think a
decision could be
made as of this
autumn as to
2024 and we’ll
see what the
views say’

Ian Renton, Cheltenham
managing director

COMMENT
NEWS that the Jockey Club is
already consulting with
owners and trainers on
extending the Cheltenham
Festival to five days ensures
battle lines will be drawn
swiftly.
The consultation will of
course widen, but launching
it among those whose fun
and livelihoods are
interlinked with top-class
racing seems sure to provide
a bulwark against others
who would fight tooth
and claw against any
extension.
Do we need five days? The
answer depends on who you
ask, naturally, and in
decoding Ian Renton’s
comments the shape of the
conversation is drawn.
When Cheltenham’s chief
this autumn as to 2024 and we’ll
see what the views say.”
This season’s Cheltenham
Festival was hailed a success by
Renton, in particular the
feelgood atmosphere on
course with crowds returning
to the meeting for the first time
since 2020. The fundraising
d r i v e f o r t h e R e d C ro s s’s
Ukraine appeal was also
praised and is estimated to
h av e r a i s e d w e l l o v e r s i x
figures.
The Jockey Club’s formal
review of the 2022 meeting will
commence next week with
maximum capacity one key
area likely to be addressed.
Over 73,000 racegoers were in
attendance for St Patrick’s
Day Thursday and Gold Cup
Friday, but Renton described
this as a “stretch”, suggesting
numbers could be reduced for
2023.
“In essence we like to be
incredibly self-critical and yes,
people have had a fantastic

A fraught balancing act ahead
speaks of seeking a much
more rational view on
whether to press ahead, it
feels like a nod to the
immediate recoil heard from
those dead set against any
more than four days. Keep in
mind, many were happy with
three days.
It also brings to mind
racing writer of the year Lee
Mottershead recently asking
whether the Jockey Club was
moving too far toward selfinterest, over the interests of
racing.
Evidence of a commercial
imperative for self-interest
comes in unusual places; in
the Quevega bar, Centaur
and Guinness Village, in
hugely inflated food and
drinks prices. They tell the

tale of a need to claw back
missing millions from the
impact of Covid.
If that wasn’t enough of a
clue to a longer-lasting
festival, and the money
generated therefrom, then
the softer urgings of top
trainers would also help.
What is self-evident is that
a fifth day would allow for
further top-class racing with
generous prize-money,
another slot in terrestrial
television calendars, and
more chances for everyone
to savour the magic.
Yet the balancing act for
the Jockey Club is fraught. A
fifth day means dilution, a
real danger of strangling the
golden goose. It is easy to
envisage (even) smaller

Racegoers in the Guinness Village at Cheltenham last month.
The inﬂated price of drinks came in for criticism

time here, but we look at those
that didn’t and how we can
improve any area – no matter
h o w s m a l l t h e y a r e ,” h e
reflected.
“At the moment some of the
criticism was the queues for
the toilets and bars and we’ll

look at what we can do there.
We’ll look at whether to reduce
the maximum attendance on
Gold Cup day and all those
things will be discussed over
the next few months.
“I felt, Thursday and Friday,
w e w e re at ou r ma x i mu m

fields, equine stars having
more outlets to avoid one
another, and for weak races to
be added to avoid shortchanging punters with shorter
cards. Put those risks to
owners and trainers and they
probably won’t be too
bothered, but for the
gargantuan wider audience
totally invested in four days in
Gloucestershire in March, the
worries are real.
For all those who love
jump racing, for those who
are touched by its magic
and its majesty, the
Cheltenham Festival is just
too important to be put at
risk. The Jockey Club must
tread carefully.

TONY SMURTHWAITE
MANAGING EDITOR

capacity which does stretch our
infrastructure to the limit. I
think we’ve got to accept that
we should look at an attendance
that can cope with whatever the
weather throws at us.”
Increased prices of
Guinness, at £7 a pint, and
early-bird tickets for next year
received criticism, but Renton
defended the raises as being
reflective of additional supply
costs across Britain.
He responded: “We’ve tried
to hold ticket prices for a
very long time, but our costs
have gone up significantly
from 2019 to now. We feel this
is important to provide the
facilit ies and that w e can
slightly protect our margins so
there has been a small
increase.
“[With] the £7 pint of
Guinness I think now we’ve
recognised the costs have gone
up, and if you go to many
sports grounds you’ll find
similar pricing.”

‘It’s coming home to roost’ – Johnston
says betting focus costing racing dear
By Jonathan Harding
MARK JOHNSTON has urged
British racing to sell itself
as more than a betting product
or risk being similarly treated
to online casino games
w h e n t h e U K g ove r n m e nt
announces its new gambling
regulations.
The trainer was responding
to the views of John Gosden,
who said the UK gambling
review, which threatens to have
serious financial ramifications,
could be a “bullet between the
eyes” for the sport.
“There’s no point crying over
spilt milk, but I’ve been saying
forever we have far too much
f o c u s o n b e t t i n g ,” s a i d
Johnston. “I totally recognise

how much we depend on it, but
the way we sell racing purely as
a betting product rather than as
a sport is bad for us.
“It’s coming home to roost,
which is sad. Betting on racing
is not the same as many
other forms of gambling and
there’s a danger of us suffering
as much as everybody else. We
had opportunities to sell
ourselves differently, but a lot
of the time we haven’t taken
them.”
The review of the 2005
Gambling Act is nearing
completion amid concerns that
stringent measures, including
affordability checks on
customers losing £100 or more
a month, could have a huge
impact on racing’s income

through the levy, which influences prize-money.
“I have doubts about affordability checks and whether
there’s any call for them as a
measure to combat problem
gambling,” added the trainer.
“It would be a terrible shame if
anything specifically reflects on
racing, which is different to
putting money in a slot
machine.”
Gosden also expressed his
concerns around poor field
sizes and said Britain risked
becoming a nursery for world
racing unless more was done to
entice owners not to sell their
emerging talent overseas.
“It’s undoubtedly already
happening,” said Johnston. “If
we needed any reminder, we

saw it at the Dubai World
C u p m e e t i n g w i t h Ja p a n
winning five of the nine races.
What has Britain got to offer
owners other than this cry of it
having the best horseracing in
the world.
“We’ve said that throughout
my l i f e t i m e a n d p ro b ab l y
before, but it’s hard to justify it
now. Do we need more horses
to satisfy this huge fixture list?
Yes, but it’s owners we’ve got a
shortage of because our
returns in this country are
pitiful compared to other jurisdictions.
“It comes down to the
f u n d i n g m o d e l . I t ’s v e r y
difficult to address it and
t h e r e ’s n o c l e a n - s w e e p
solution, but we’ve got to at

least show we’re moving in the
right direction.
“ It ’s ludicrous when w e
see that, regardless of inflation,
we run for less money than 20
years ago. It doesn’t
make sense and it significantly
contributes to field sizes.”
To p b l o o d s t o c k a g e n t
Armando Duarte, who is racing
manager to Alenquer’s owners
M M Stables, also singled out
poor prize-money as the
primary reason owners are
being tempted to sell horses
abroad.
“You can’t blame owners
for selling their horses. The
costs are going up, so when
the offer comes in for hundreds
of thousands of pounds,
owners are tempted as

they can’t make that money
on the track,” he said. “We
need to take a look at the
way our prize-money is
funded.
“If we’re not careful we’ll
lose the prestige and status of
having the best racing in the
world. When I came to Britain
2 3 y e a r s a g o, w e h a d t h e
best racing, but it seems to
be getting worse every
season.
“British racing gave me a
job and a home, but if we
don’t take care of its main
income, the owners, we’re
going to soon lose the
industry.”
Affordability special report: Bill
Barber on a hugely contentious
issue in tomorrow’s paper
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INTERVIEW JACK MITCHELL
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‘Getting
the first
100 up was
a massive
thing for
me. I know
a few years
ago I didn’t
think I’d
be able to
do it’

James Stevens
meets a jockey
chasing his
third century
on the spin

O

N WHAT is a baking hot
sunny day at Newbury,
Jack Mitchell’s world is
looking very bright
indeed.
Having recorded centuries in the
last two seasons and going great guns
this year, he is buzzing just like the
bubbles in his Fanta which fizz away
at the expense of a couple of quickly
disappearing ice cubes.
He is optimistic the hundred hattrick is on the cards but, as he speaks
candidly about his rise up the riding
ranks, it is not the near-750
winners he reflects on. It is
the one winner he feels
he should have which
he draws attention
to, and the day he
may have been
deprived of.
In 2020 he
came
agonisingly
close to a
Group 1
breakthrough
in the
German
Derby with
Torquator
Tasso, leading
in the final few
yards only for In
Swoop to nudge
ahead in the dying
stages. Defeat on the
line is painful, but you
probably know what happens
next.
He smirks, smiles and stops for a
second, perhaps thinking how
glorious success in the Prix de l’Arc de
Triomphe on that same horse a year
later would have been, or maybe he is
simply remembering the weighingroom banter he subsequently
endures, and says: “I couldn’t believe
it, I get reminded about what
happened after that quite a lot.
“He was about a 20-1 shot in the
German Derby and he was such a big
baby, he ran so well. He hit the front
with half a furlong left to run, did
everything right and In Swoop just
nodded me. In Swoop was beaten
only a neck in the Arc later that year.
“There was a story for the Arc, he
was German-bred, German-trained,
so I think they wanted a German
jockey. There was some toing and
froing, but it never happened for me.
I knew he had the ground in his
favour in the Arc, but I didn’t think
he’d win.”
The wait goes on for a top-level
breakthrough, but Mitchell’s chance
will surely come. His approach was,
and is, to not necessarily chase the
big races with outside rides; instead
he happily turns up at the smaller
meetings of the day when his chances
of clocking a winner is significantly
higher. That plan is clearly working as
he is now more frequently riding
better calibre horses.
Numbers are important and
something he takes a great deal of
pride in. He is mindful of his strikerate too. As we speak, he is in the 20s

for the first time in his career. His best
for a calendar year came in 2019 with
17 per cent, and he has not been far
away from bettering that when
operating at 16 per cent for the last
two campaigns.
“I want to ride big winners,
particularly on a Saturday, but stats
and numbers are looked at a bit more
these days,” says the 33-year-old, by
now minus ice cubes and his plastic
cup half-full.
“I know some owners will look and
say, ‘I’ll use him because he’s striking
at 24 per cent rather than someone
who’s just eight per cent’. I always
liked going to the other meetings, the
smaller ones where I could pick up a
few rides and winners.
“If it was Glorious Goodwood or
Royal Ascot I’d always go to the other
meetings because I didn’t want to
make up the numbers, I wanted to
ride as many winners as I could.”
He adds: “I think I’ve made a really
good start to the Flat season and I do
think the level of quality has got
better throughout the year.
“Every year I always want more
and, as a rule of thumb, me and my
agent [Steve Croft] aim for ten
winners a month. At the minute I’m
on target.”
He is asked whether he considers
himself a journeyman jockey and
stops, ponders briefly, tilting his head
to the right side slightly in thought
before accepting that the description
is probably fair. Reliable but not
outstanding.
That being said, his 116 winners in
2021 placed him tenth in the British
jockeys’ standings, and he is top ten
again this year. Maybe he will leave
the label behind.
In earning it, Mitchell was clocking
up more than 70,000 miles a year,
with his relationship with
connections of Torquator Tasso
coming from exhausting day trips to
Germany. One particular year he was
abroad for 28 Sundays, leaving home
for the airport at 4am and returning at
midnight. All after a full week of
commitments in Britain.
The hard yards were rewarded, with
some of his biggest winners having
come on the continent, such as
success on Oriental Eagle in the
German St Leger, one of six Group 3s
on the Mitchell CV. Four of those are
domestic, with victory in the
Abernant Stakes at Newmarket this
season on Double Or Bubble (above
left) arguably the biggest.
It was that same horse who has
brought him to a sweltering Newbury.
Success in the Group 2 Hungerford
Stakes would have been the biggest of
his career, but unfortunately Double
Or Bubble is a surprise non-runner
due to swelling. Mitchell had liked his
chances and his frustration at not
getting the opportunity is evident.
Racing is a fickle game, as Mitchell
knows all too well. With his big-race
ride out, his other proves successful
as old favourite Documenting wins
a handicap like an ultimate
professional in front of the ITV
cameras.
The pair were striking for a third
time together, with the relationship
having blossomed ever since victory
in a Class 4 handicap at Lingfield on
New Year’s Eve in 2018. It was exactly
the sort of opportunity Mitchell had
earned.
He said: “I’ve been at Roger
Varian’s for a long time now, there
was a time where I’d always go to the
third meeting of the day, the
Cattericks, Ripons or Thirsks. I’d ride

winners as they were usually nice
horses in maidens and then I’d always
pick up other rides. Not many but a
few.
“I’ve done a few stupid double
meetings, Chelmsford to Beverley was
one. I was doing about 70,000 miles a
year, it was crazy, and I’ve spent a lot
of time in traffic. I did what I had to
do and luckily it’s starting to pay me
back.
“Getting the first 100 up was a
massive thing for me. I know a few
years ago I didn’t think I’d be able to
do it.”
Numerically, the winners have
been on a sharp upward curve since
2014 but, as the rider readily admits,
his career has not been a bed of roses.
The most significant is a chapter
Mitchell has firmly put behind him.
In 2011 he was suspended for six
months for testing positive for a
metabolite of cocaine at Newmarket.
He made a mistake and has learnt his
lesson.
“I was a young lad, I mixed with the
wrong crowd at the wrong time – sh*t
happens,” he says. “I got on with it. I
had a massive pull through. My family
kept me on the straight and narrow,
but I didn’t need much convincing. I
wanted to ride and I wanted to ride
winners.”
His challenges did not stop there. A
quiz on his various injuries quickly
turns into an anatomy lesson, with
various parts of the body pointed to
and a variety of treatments detailed.
His two shoulders, a collarbone
and ankle have the worst notable
battle wounds, and it is the right
shoulder – disguised behind an
impeccable tattoo sleeve – which
Mitchell seems to almost derive
enjoyment in discussing.
“My right shoulder came after an
incident in the stalls at Newmarket,”
he says, turning his head to his right.
“It hurt but I wasn’t quite sure of the
extent of it so I kept riding and it got
to a point where I had to use my stick
in the left hand. I couldn’t pick my
right arm up, I couldn’t even pick my
kids up. I just had no power in it and
it was so sore.
“It’s actually quite fascinating,” he
says, pointing and smiling. “When I
had it scanned it had split down the
middle and torn the supraspinatus
and come away from the bone. They
repaired it, stitched it up and put this
white screw in and screwed it to my
arm.”

L

IFTING his two arms up,
he adds: “When I put them
up the right one becomes a
bit tighter. They did a very
good job, I was back riding
in ten weeks. It was sorted out in a
place called The Spire in Cambridge.”
It is a reflection of Mitchell’s upbeat
nature that he can smile when
looking back on clearly serious and
tremendously painful injuries.
“They were a huge pain in the arse
really, especially if you’ve got
momentum building,” he says. “If
something happens there’s always
someone waiting to fill your spot,
someone who wants to ride that
horse that you’re riding and will take
over if you can’t.
“We call it a rat race. You all want to
ride the best horses and best chances
in every race.
“With injury, building back
momentum is quite hard. You lose
that fitness, you have to get your
weight down and there are lots of
aspects to it.
“I was lucky really, because of the

shoulder I missed the all-weather,
albeit I quite like the all-weather. I
was still going in to Roger’s or Tom
Clover’s or up Warren Hill and
watching the horses on the gallops,
just to keep my eye in. It’s annoying
getting going again but, with a good
team behind you, you get through
it.”
Team Mitchell extends further than
the owners and trainers he is
particularly eager to thank for their
part in his rise to prominence; the
latest addition arrived only a few
weeks ago, a newborn who he and
wife Su have named Isabella.
“She’s quite good, touch wood,”
says Dad, who then frantically looks
for something resembling wood to
tap, before settling for his forehead.
Isabella is his third child, following
on from football-mad eight-year-old
Oliver, who supports the family’s
team Tottenham Hotspur, and fiveyear-old Sophia.
“You ride for a career but I ride for
them now, big time,” he says. “It
changes when you have children.
Being a jockey is quite a selfish job
and I’ve missed countless weddings,
birthdays and funerals even, just
because I need to go racing.
“This one meeting per day rule for
jockeys is great because I get to spend
either the morning or evening with
the children, depending where I am.
I’m doing it all to make sure they have
a nice life at the same time as I’m
having a career.
“I wouldn’t be able to do what I do
without my wife. She’s the
childminder as she works from home.
Sophia rides, Oli did ride but took a
bit of a slap off a pony and that put
him off. He’s very good at football
though.
“They love going racing, they came
to Yarmouth the other day and I
could see them leaning over the rail. I
rode a winner for Joe Parr and I
wasn’t quite sure if I’d won as they
were split across the track, but all I
could hear was my little boy saying,
‘Well done Dad’, so I knew I’d won
then.”
It is Mitchell’s initial spark into
racing which forms the basis of his
biggest ambitions. By growing up in
Epsom, overlooking the worldfamous Downs and with father Philip
a successful trainer, the Derby dream
was inevitable.
One particular landmark was
reached this season when he had his
first ride in the race and finished a
respectable ninth on 40-1 chance
West Wind Blows.
He has had previous success on
Derby day, causing an upset in the
Dash on Bertoliver in 2010. He still
looks at the trophy he won and it
continues to put a smile on his face in
more ways than one.
“The Dash was a really good day
and I’ve still got the trophy at home,”
he says. “It’s quite funny, the scribe
says ‘winning jogkey’ with a g rather
than a c. I thought I should send it
back, but it’s quite funny so I’ve kept
it.
“I remember growing up watching
the Derby, I used to watch all the
horses come past and the jockeys too,
Mick Kinane, the Hills brothers
[Richard and Michael], Frankie
[Dettori], Johnny Murtagh, and to
ride in that race having seen that for
so many years was just incredible. My
first proper memory is Sinndar
winning, I got someone to put £5 win
on him for me.
“It was just nice to be a part of it.
Now I’ve got to win it.”

